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Instructions:
1. Attempt all questions.
2. Make suitable assumptions & give suitable examples wherever necessary.
3. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
Q.1

(a) What is factoring? Which are the types of factoring services available in India? 07
(b) Explain NSDL and CDSL. What is the process and benefits of depositary
07
system?

Q.2

(a) Write a detailed note on Harshad Mehta and Ketan Parekh scam.
07
(b) Highlight the major roles of a central bank in financial system. Also explain 07
how does the monetary policy of RBI helps in it.

Q.3

OR
(b) Explain the functions of NHB. What guidelines the HFI needs to follow?

07

(a) Explain the clearing and settlement procedure of NSE.
(b) What are the restrictions on accepting of deposits from public by the Non

07
07

Banking Financial Institutions?

OR
Q.3

(a) Explain about the money market instruments that traded in the Indian money 07
market?
(b) What is the role of debt market in the capital market? Who are the participants 07
in the debt market?

Q.4

Q.4

Q.5

Q.5

(a) Explain the operations, participants and different schemes under Mutual 07
Funds.
(b) How Bill discounting help as a short term instrument of financing? Which are 07
the different types of bills?
OR
(a) What is book building process? Write about the Green Shoe Option. What is 07
full, partial and reverse green shoe?
(b) Which are the different stages of finance available under Venture Financing 07
option?

(a) Write in brief on following:
- IRDA
- NABARD
(b) Which are the major credit rating agencies in India? Explain in brief.
OR
(a) Explain different methodology to calculate index with an appropriate example.
(b) How to price the IPO? Write about fixed and free price regime of IPO.

07

07
07
07
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